PLAYGROUND INSPECTION REPORT

SCHOOL: ________________________________________________________________

DATE: ___________ INSPECTOR: __________________________________________

Check item if correct and note in REMARKS when problems found.

I. GROUND HAZARDS

__ no trip hazards (holes, rocks)
__ no broken glass/litter
__ no poor drainage areas
__ no obstruction of play area

II. RELATED AREAS

No hazards noted in:
__ fencing/backstops
__ covered play areas/sheds
__ hardtop play equipment

II. SURFACING

Type: ____________________
Depth: __________________

Areas Need Surfacing/Raking:
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

IV. EQUIPMENT: GENERAL

__ smooth surfaces
__ hardware in good condition
__ no entrapment/no angle
__ capped ends
__ no sharp points, corners, edges, or loose welds
__ no protrusions
__ no projections
__ no pinch, crush, or shearing points
__ no tripping hazards
__ no suspended hazards (cables, wires, ropes)
__ no equipment > 7 ft. high
__ adequate surfacing

V. EQUIPMENT: SPECIFIC

COMPOSITE PLAY STRUCTURES
__ smooth surfaces
__ no metal rusts/wood rot
__ stable/secure
__ no head entrapment
__ no loose handholds/rails
__ no loose step/ring/rung
__ no loose nuts/bolts
__ no missing/broken parts
__ no protrusions
__ adequate lubrication
__ no worn/frayed cables
__ adequate surfacing

CLIMBING APPARATUS
__ no loose nuts/bolts
__ secure anchor/footing
__ smooth surfaces
__ adequate handhold size
__ adequate surfacing

SLIDES
__ no loose steps or rails
__ smooth surfaces
__ no loose screws/bolts
__ no broken parts
__ no entanglement hazards
__ no exposed footings
__ adequate surfacing

SWINGS
__ S-hooks closed
__ good chains/seats/hangers
__ no broken parts
__ equipment stable
__ adequate surfacing

REPAIR PRIORITY:

1 – Imminent Hazard (Repair Immediately)

2 – Scheduled Maintenance (Repair Next Visit)

3 – Planning (To Administration for $)

IF SKETCH IS NEEDED, DRAW ON REAR OF FORM.

DATES REPAIRS COMPLETED: __________________________
(Note Items Repaired)

BY: ____________________________________________

Signature

Distribution: Original – Maintenance/Grounds; Yellow copy – Principal; Pink copy – Safety Officer  11/00